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GROUP-A / f-* 
Answer any wo questions from the following 

Each answer has to be written within 250 words approximately 

Evaluate Minhaj-ud-din Siraj as a historian. 

What was Chihalgani? Who destroyed their power and why? 

What were Jahandari' and' Zawabit'? 

Briefly mention the main features of Firuz Shah Tughlaq's revenue system. 

Who were the Navanars and the 'Alvars'? What did they protest against? 

GROUP-B/ 

Answer any two questions from the following 
Each answer has to he written within 400 words approximately 

What were the measures taken by Alauddin Khalji to inroluce piee conto? 
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Evaluate the cultural achievements ofBengal under the Iiyas Shahi dynasty? 

Fom an assessnient of the agricultural production in the Sultanate period? 

Write a note on the nature of lndian maritime trade prior to the advent of the 

Portuguese. 

What was the significance of the Bhakti movement? 

GROUP-C/fs-5 

Answer any two questions from the following 
Each answer has to be written within 600 words approximately 

Trace the evolution of the Muslim Kingship in India fom IlItutmish to Alauddin 

Khalji. 

Do you think that the schemes of Muhammad-bin-Tughluq were "correctly 
conceived, badly executed and disastrously abandoned"? 

Discuss the conflict between Vijayanagar and the Bahamani kingdom. Do you 
think religion was the clinching issue in the conflict between the two 

kingdoms? 

Trace the evolution of the lgta System under Delhi Sultanate. 

Distinguish different trends within Indian Sufism. What role did the Sufi 
Silsilahs plays in the social and economic life in the medieval period? 
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